About the client

Challenges

Why ClipVilla

atrendo is Art of the piké lifestyle
GmbH and oﬀers its clients a great
choice of leather handbags, leather
goods, accessoires and care utensils
for everyone and every occasion.
Piké is known for its timeless
designs, that add the certain
something to every look.

atrendo was looking for a way to make the
shopping experience more enjoyable and
emotional for their consumers and to
convey product knowledge in a playful,
uncomplicated way. However due to lack of
ressources, they wanted to have minimum
personal eﬀort and be able to flexibly react
to product changes.

ClipVilla’s videotechnology can be
easily implemented to the shopsystem
Magento, that is able to automatically
create product videos from the
contents within the system.
The technology reacts to any changes
within the products and actualizes the
videos accordingly. Matching music a
professional speaker, give the video a
personal feel.

After the
integration of
ClipVilla

users returned more
often to the shop

2%

more traﬃc was
recorded

customers had a higher
AOV

3%

4%

Solution

Result

atrendo independently produces product videos
with the ClipVilla Video Producer for each of their
products with just one click. Thanks to the autoupdate function, atrendo’s videos never get old.

Ever since atrendo has got video content from ClipVilla, the overall
shop performance has developed very positively.
The SEO-Ranking in Germany increased, as well as the average time
on site and the number of visits. Furthermore atrendo has received a
lot of positive feedback from their customers.

„If everything was a simple as working with ClipVilla! The very friendly and
professional team is always just a phone call away, actively looks for
improvement potentials and is only satisfied, if we are.
Reliable and creative are probably the best words to describe ClipVilla,
which is why I would recommend them without a doubt.
Thanks to the great cooperation so far, we are already looking forward to the
next projects with ClipVilla.“
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With the ClipVilla Video Producer, atrendo has been able to increase the average
order value by 4%. The number of sessions increased by 3% and 2% more users
returned to the shop.
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